Ex Tool V4
Maximum possible loss simulation tool for
explosions in open steel structures

Vapour cloud explosions
have the greatest potential
to cause property damage,
business interruption and
liability losses in refineries,
petrochemical and gas
plants – annually 1 to 2
explosions rip through
these plants!
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Explosions are the primary cause of major incidents in the oil and petrochemical
industries, where vast inventories of flammable materials and extreme process
conditions lead to high loss potential. Given the trend in these industries towards
even larger, more complex and integrated installations, this loss potential is inclined
to increase in the future.
As such, it is in the interest of all parties concerned with risk – namely insured,
insurers, reinsurers and authorities – to develop skills for estimating the
consequences of a major explosion. Among the group of TNT explosion models,
ExTool offers a conceptually simple and highly transparent means to calculate such
estimates. The estimations are validated against actual large losses. This validation
proved the reputation of the tool and helped make it the widest used explosion
model in the insurance industry.
Ex Tool’s fourth version offers a valuation module, which roughly estimates
replacement costs of refinery process units, complete refineries, petrochemical
plants and steam crackers, drawing on expertise as solid as Swiss Re’s reputation,
although it cannot replace an assessment by an appraisal specialist.
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Fast and easy to use property damage assessment

ExTool provides the user with transparent and easy-to-use models to assess the loss
potential associated with vapour cloud explosions (VCE) and ruptures of highpressure equipment (HPR). The models can either be used to estimate the
overpressure resulting from a VCE or an HPR, or can be combined with a distribution
of property values from the process plant in question to yield an explosion loss
estimate in monetary terms. ExTool focuses only on damage to property, offering a
user-friendly working environment to:
̤̤
̤̤
̤̤
̤̤

assess the blast effect of a potential explosion
assess the severity of a potential tank fire
draft distribution of known monetary values on site plans
determine monetary losses caused by an explosion and extrapolate maximum
possible loss (MPL) values from those figures in turn
̤̤ visualise results in a variety of ways
̤̤ document scenarios including the addition of fire following, debris removal and
cost increase during time of rebuild
Features include:
̤̤ Buildings, units and tank farms can be represented as polygons, rectangles and
circles and be translucent or transparent
̤̤ A large database of properties of materials involved in explosions and tank fires
̤̤ A conservative thermal radiation model generating concentric circles of constant
heat radiation intensities, allows for the assessment of fire propagation and offers
safety zone estimates for approach and access by fire fighters
̤̤ Ability to scan and import a plan or image of the site, incl. *.dwg, *bmp, *jpg, *tif,
*.tiff, *.gif and EML5.0 files. A digitising device can still be used to define site
layouts, if required.
̤̤ The site plan and results can be exported
̤̤ Flash fraction computation, incl. mixtures
̤̤ Release rate calculation tool
̤̤ Vessel size estimation tool, based on unit throughputs, for projects and
construction risks
̤̤ Vessel volume calculation for spherical, cylindrical vessels with different end
covers
̤̤ Estimation of the vapour cloud mass following a spill of refrigerated, high vapour
pressure hydrocarbons, such as propane or LNG (“LNG spill”). The effect of
various substrates can be accounted for.
̤̤ A wide range of printing options are available
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Putting ExTool to work

The energy contents of either a VCE or an HPR are converted into an equivalent
mass of TNT. From this TNT mass, radial values corresponding to a given
overpressure value can be calculated. ExTool uses three such radial values,
correlating the overpressures with average damage degrees of 80%, 40% and 5%
respectively. Finally, the circular damage areas can be combined with a distribution
of values for the plant in question. An automatic drift of the vapour cloud to the area
of highest value concentration helps determine the location of the maximum
possible loss.
To simulate explosions on premises with open steel structures, such as refineries
and other process industries, ExTool has a proven track record. Users’ comments
include:
“Values modelling – Love the concept and the options”
“The improved Windows operating environment and updated user interface has
resulted in a model that is more flexible and easier to use. It produces a professional
end product”.
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“Values modelling –
Love the concept
and the options”
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New version 4

Designed to operate on Microsoft Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 and Mackintosh 10.9
and 10.8, the latest ExTool version 4 offers considerable enhancements over version
3, including these features:
̤̤ A database of global refineries and steam crackers including process unit
throughputs taken from the World Wide Refinery Survey and revised geocoordinates, including a search function for operators, locations etc
̤̤ Online access to Google EarthTM imagery directly from the database of locations
or using user specified coordinates
̤̤ Value estimation of most refinery units
̤̤ Value estimation (sanity check) of whole plants, such as refineries, petrochemical
plants and steam crackers
̤̤ Unit and plant valuations can be updated using the IHS CERA Downstream and
Nelson Farrar Refinery Construction cost indices, or a user defined inflation rate
̤̤ Block shading can now be transparent and can be shown with or without values
̤̤ Site plans can now be re-scaled at any time during an assessment
̤̤ Flashing of mixtures is more user friendly than in version 3
̤̤ A double click on a saved *.xlt file opens the file in ExTool
̤̤ Data can be entered in a variety of units including SI, US, Imperial and other
commonly used units
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User manual and program disk

The ExTool program software is supplemented by a User and Theory Manual. While
the User Manual tutorial addresses practical application, the theory section offers
comprehensive insight into various types of explosion, including definitions, basic
principles and product restrictions. The program CD includes both the ExTool
installer program, which copies the appropriate ExTool files to your system and
performs any necessary configuration, and a file containing information and updates
about the current version of ExTool.

The figure presents, as an example from the ExTool manual, a graph of base cost
curves for some refinery process units. The replacement value as a function of the
unit throughput, which then is corrected by the cost index.

Hydrocracker
Fluid Cat Cracker
Reformer (fixed bed / semi-regen)
Mild Hydrocracker

Unit Value (US$)

Atmospheric distillation

0

25'000

50'000

Unit Throughput (bpd)
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75'000

100'000

Conclusion & Contact

ExTool‘s reputation for excellence and reliability are commensurate with clients’
expectations of Swiss Re. This fourth version offers quick access to satellite images
of sites and the plant valuation module supports the estimation of the replacement
costs. In combination with sound risk engineering judgement, Swiss Re’s ExTool
provides the core tools for obtaining reliable and reproducible loss potential
evaluations due to explosions.
Contact:
Risk Engineering Services
Swiss Re Corporate Solutions Ltd
Mythenquai 50/60
PO Box
8022 Zurich
Switzerland
www.swissre.com
Please refer to the following link regarding Conditions of use,
Fee and Fee discount for multi user:
http://www.swissre.com/clients/client_tools/about_extool.html
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